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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Airport arrival rates (AARs) at four major aerodromes in Australia (Sydney, 

Brisbane, Melbourne and Perth) through Ground Delay Program (GDP) are currently determined by 

referencing the Aerodrome Forecast (TAF) and a set of pre-determined business rules to determine 

future runway configurations and expected AAR. However, the TAF is not ideal for this application 

because some ATFM decisions require more tailored meteorological information.  

 

1.2 MET CDM is now being introduced to support optimisation of planned AARs by 

taking into consideration more detailed and relevant forecast weather information. 

 

1.3 MET CDM Phase 1 was trialed in Brisbane and Melbourne and has proved that the 

MET CDM capability would benefit Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) at these major airports.  

Brisbane and Melbourne have recently transitioned to as Business as Usual (BAU) MET CDM, with 

real time monitoring. 

 

2. DISCUSSION  

 

2.1 MET CDM PROCESS 

 

2.1.1 The MET CDM process involves a collaboration of Airservices Australia 

(Airservices) operational staff, Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Bureau) meteorologists and major 

airline meteorological specialists to generate products suitable for better pre-tactical traffic 

management strategies and optimised use of available runway capacity.  

 

2.1.2 MET CDM improves the process to meet the ATFM requirements for the major 

airports through the combination the Bureau’s meteorologists embedded in Airservices National 

Operations Centre (NOC MET), Airline MET units, Qantas Mets and Virgin Australia Mets known as 

AVMETs and Airservices NOC.  

 

  

SUMMARY 

This paper presents an update on MET Collaborative Decision Making (MET 

CDM) process in support of Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) at major 

capital city aerodromes in Australia. 
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2.1.3 The meteorologists use Reference Cards, mutually determined business rules and 

regular consultation with Airservices personnel to determine a proposed AAR taking into 

consideration all relevant ATFM factors and having collaborated between Bureau centres and 

AVMETs. The combination of meteorology and relevant ATFM factors combined with a formal 

collaborative process is a critical success factor for MET CDM. See Attachment 1 for an example of 

Brisbane Airport Reference Card. 

 

2.1.4 This new MET product has resulted in significant traffic flow efficiencies including better 

AARs in marginal forecast conditions, reduced AARs when more significant events occur and a 

combination of reduced holding and better recovery times after significant event.  

 

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF MET CDM CAPABILITY   

 

2.2.1  Capability 

 

MET CDM provides additional capability for the GDP airports via:  

 enhanced weather forecast products providing more detail of weather phenomena of 

importance to ATFM at the airport; 

 more accurate prediction of AARs; 

 automated and standardised interpretation of the TAF – based on agreed MET CDM business 

rules for AARs; 

 incorporation of manually input forecast variances by the NOC MET team based on advice 

from the Regional Forecast Centres, Sydney Airport MET Unit (SAMU) and the MET CDM 

process; 

 consideration of non-weather impacts on runway selection, e.g. runway works; and 

 automated determination of anticipated runway configurations and AARs. 

 

2.2.2  Process 

 

MET CDM enhances existing ATFM procedures as seen by the: 

 provision of additional meteorological information to enhance collaboration with CDM 

Participants; 

  introduction of a MET CDM AAR Calculator, a tool developed in Microsoft Excel (the MET 

CDM “Calculator”) that applied a set of agreed business rules to produce a matrix of AAR 

and associated forecast information (see Attachment 2); 

 NOC MET provides better accountability on the calculator proforma for the rationale behind 

AAR decisions; 

 Airservices managers gain a more comprehensive meteorological briefing relevant to GDP 

airports; 

 Provision of a process to continuously improve, refine and document MET CDM.  

 

2.2.3  Relationship and Communication  

 

The communication and collaboration process is as follows:  

 

 NOCMET monitors forecast products TAF, TTF, Aerodrome Briefing, Warnings etc; 

 NOCMET discusses any underlying issues with the forecasters for the major airports; 

 NOCMET generates an acceptance rates matrix using MET CDM AAR Calculator based on 

the forecast and using the rates tables in the MET CDM Reference Cards. Matrix would be 

hour/weather phenomena of importance/acceptance rate to whatever the forecast timeline 

required; 

 NOCMET convenes a MET CDM conference with AVMET units and modifies rates 

accordingly. Notes key points in discussion and the final decisions; 

 MET CDM rates table passed to Airservices Traffic Management for discussion and final 

decision on acceptance rates by Airservices / Traffic Manager; and 
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 NOCMET liaises with Airservices and AVMET units regarding changes to forecasts that 

might impact the MET CDM rates. Conducts further MET CDM discussions as appropriate. 

 

Figure 1 and 2 summarises the MET CDM process and the review cycle. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Met CDM Process 

 

 
Figure 2: Continuous review cycle of the MET CDM workflow 
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2.3 MET CDM TRIAL AND OUTCOMES  

 

2.3.1 Trial Process 

 

The trials are broken into three stages: 

 Ghosting 

 Operational trial 

 Business as Usual (BAU) transition 

 

During the ghosting and operational trial stages the MET CDM process runs in parallel with “business 

as usual” activities.  

Trial results are compared with the BAU results and evaluated to determine the level of confidence in 

the process. This stage lasts about six weeks.  

When sufficient confidence is achieved, the parallel activities revert to the MET CDM process. The 

MET CDM calculator has been updated as process refinements are identified.  

2.3.1 Outcomes  

 

The outcomes of MET CDM include: 

 Recovery of arrival slots in the shoulder periods of a TS;  

 Reduced ground delay of GDP;  

 Better balance of demand and capacity during periods of TS; 

 Better predictability of the impact of weather events; and 

 Better appreciation of airline expectations from TCU Managers. 

 

3. ACTION REQUIRED BY THE MEETING 

 

3.1  The meeting is invited to:  

 

a)   note the information contained in this papers; and 

 

b)   discuss any relevant matters as appropriate. 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Attachment B 

ATTACHMENT B - Example of Melbourne MET CDM Matrix 

 

 


